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purple 
pedAl
prOject

Bikes are awesome! photos are awesome! Why not stick ‘em together? 

That’s basically the way we conceived this project. In fact, we ran wild with the idea. 
We envisioned bikes around the world, each telling a unique story. One in Denmark. One in 
San Francisco. One in Sydney. We imagined the bikes developing their own personality 
as they logged miles. The bike’s owner could help in this development by getting creative 
with where the bike travels and where it focuses its lens. We were jazzed, but how the heck 
would we do it?

With a little help from some good friends, a few GPS satellites and a bunch of trial and error, 
we have successfully created a system that shoots photos as the bike rolls, and places them 
neatly on a map that lives online. That was only part one. Part two was finding the right 
owners for each bike.

That’s where you come in. As an owner, you are creative, independent and unique. Around 
here we simply call that purple. So, it’s now up to you to show us your purple. Take this bike 
and develop its personality. Take it places we never thought it would go. Ride it in ways only 
you could conceive. Capture photos that are amazing, interesting, different, impossible and 
creative. 

The next few pages will give you the basics of how the bike works. Take a few minutes to 
read it and then get out there and ride. We can’t wait to see what you create and how you 
take this project to the next level. Thanks for making this project a reality and HAVE FUN!



GettinG 
stArted

1. FLIP
Looking at the bike from behind, locate the lid on the steel box mounted to the rear rack. 
Use the provided key to unlock and open the lid. Once open, flip the mode switch to ride. 
The bike is now in ride mode. 
 

2. PRESS
Locate and press the power status button. After pressing it you will see the green light 
above the button illuminate. This button will stay illuminated for about 30 seconds as the 
system cycles up. The light will go off when the cycle is complete and the system is ready 
for use. Once the light goes off, close and lock the lid. The bike will begin taking photos 
every 60 seconds. (NOTE: if the light does not go on after pressing the button see trouble 
shooting section.)

3. RIDE
Adjust the seat by using the quick release seat clamp to slide the seatpost to the 
appropriate height. Take the bike outside and start riding. Once outside, the system will 
start looking for satellites to record location data. This will take about 10 minutes. Due to 
this, your first few photos may not be plotted on the map. However, rest assured that these 
first photos will be in your Flickr stream. (NOTE: In extreme conditions it may take up to 
30 minutes for the system to locate a satellite.)  



HOW it WOrks
A camera-equipped mobile phone has been enclosed in a waterproof housing and mounted 
to the handlebars. The phone contains a camera that is used to capture photos as you ride. 
Inside the phone is a GPS receiver and motion detector.
 
Special software was developed and loaded on the phone. This software tells the phone to 
snap a picture every 60 seconds. The phone associates the appropriate GPS information 
with each picture then automatically sends the picture to the bike’s Flickr account.
 
When the bike is not in motion for more than 3 minutes, the software tells the phone to stop 
taking photos and go into reserve battery mode. As soon as the bike is in motion again, the 
camera “wakes up” and begins taking photos.

There is a battery pack mounted on the back of the bike along with 3 solar panels which 
power the phone. The battery is enclosed in the aluminum case and the solar panels are 
mounted to the top of this case. During normal daily operation the solar panels will keep the 
phone charged continuously. In the event the phone drops below a certain charge level, an 
AC (house plug) charging adapter is provided in the rear case.

1. LOCATE
A satallite triangulates your bike and sends location data to the phone

 

2. SNAP AND SEND
The bike snaps a picture and uploads the photo to the web through a cell tower

 

3. PLACE
Flickr grabs and places the photo in your stream for you to view



HOW it WOrks This diagram identifies the main 
components of the system. In the 
following pages, each of these 
components will be explained in 
more detail. Generally, the  
handlebars contain the camera 
components and the rear box 
contains the power components. 

I - CABLE FROM FRONT

J - SOLAR PANELS

K - TOP LID

L - CONTROL PANEL

M - BRAIN

N - BATTERY

O - CHARGERS

P - AC PLUG

Q - LOCKING LATCH

R - REAR HOUSING

A - PHONE

B - LENS OPENING

C - POWER CABLE

D - DATA CABLE

E - SHUTTER LIGHT

F - CABLE TO REAR

G - FRONT HOUSING (ROTATING)

H - BATTERY BOX
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sHOOtinG
Once the system is on (see Getting Started section) the camera shoots and sends a photo 
every 60 seconds to Flickr. When a photo is being taken, the red light on the rear of the 
camera housing will illuminate for 10 seconds (A).  

If you are framing a photo, it is best to hold the bike still during this 10 second period. This 
will allow the camera to complete its “shooting” cycle, ensuring you get a proper image. 
The shutter only snaps for a second during that 10 second cycle. The actual shutter speed 
varies based on current light conditions. This is automatic and can not be altered. See 
camera specs for more details. A second red light can be found on the front of the camera 
housing. This light flashes to indicate the moment the shutter snaps (B).

The system is also designed to take sharp, well exposed photos when the bike is in motion. 
Don’t worry about your photos as you ride, they will automatically shoot and upload to 
Flickr. If you’d like, you can then edit them into a set later. A

B



sHOOtinG The bike acts as a natural tripod, so we decided to build in some versatility allowing for 
more creative framing of photos. Of course, the handlebars twist from right to left allowing 
for panning of the camera (A). The camera housing also rotates 180 degrees, as well as up 
and down, allowing you to shoot both backwards and forwards off the handlebars (B). This 
second pivot point gives the bike more flexibility than a standard tripod. When in motion, 
the operation is a bit trickier, so be careful but have fun with the feature.

The only way to see your photos is to check the Flickr account associated with your bike. 
We realize this makes framing your photos a bit of a guess, but after a few shots you will get 
the feel of where the lens is pointing. See camera specs for more details.

The camera is equipped with a motion detector. If the bike is completely still for 3 minutes, 
the motion detector will automatically put the system into “sleep” mode. To “wake up” the 
system, simply move the bike. The system wakes up immediately and resumes shooting.

cAMerA speciFicAtiOns:

Auto focus     Carl Zeiss Optics: Tessar lens
Focal length 5.6 mm   Focus range 10 cm ~ infinity
Macro focus distance 10-50 cm  Shutter speed: Mechanical shutter: 1/1000~1/3 s
Auto exposure - center weighted  Sensor: CMOS, 5 megapixel (2592 x 1944)
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cHArGinG
The bike charges itself using three solar panels mounted on the top of the battery box (A). If 
the bike is exposed to 5 hours of sunlight each day, the system will stay completely charged. 
7 to 9 hours of indirect sun exposure will keep the system charged to a similar level. If the 
system is exposed to less sunlight than noted above, it may need a manual charge.

To check the power status of the bike there are two options. One, check that the red light  
on the front housing illuminates every 60 seconds (B). Two, open the rear case and press 
the power status button (C). If the green light above the button illuminates, your system is 
powered (D). If in either of these scenerios the light does not illuminate, your system needs  
a manual charge. Use your AC adapter to recharge the battery. Instructions for this  
procedure are on the next page.

NOTE: the system does not need to be fully charged to operate. 
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cHArGinG MANUAL CHARGING

1. Unlock and open the lid on the rear case and locate the control panel (A).

2. Flip mode switch (C) from ride to charge.

3. Plug the provided AC cord into a wall outlet. 
The charge light (B) will appear red.

4. Let the bike charge for 3 hours. An overnight charge is recommended. 
A fully charged system will turn the charge light (B) from red to green.

5. Unplug the bike from the wall, stow the cord and flip the 
mode switch (C) back to ride.

6. Press the power status button (E). This will power up the phone. 
The power status light (D) will illuminate.

7. Wait 2 minutes for the system to start up. 
The power status (D) light will turn off about 30 seconds into this cycle.

8. Close and lock the lid. Get outside and ride!
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A - CONTROL PANEL

B - CHARGE LIGHT

C - MODE SWITCH

D - POWER STATUS LIGHT

E - POWER STATUS BUTTON



VieWinG All the photos your bike generates are uploaded to a Yahoo! Flickr account. 

ACCOUNT:

USERNAME:

PASSWORD:

To see what you are shooting you need to visit the Flickr stream online. Just go to 
startwearingpurple.com, click the bike icon and find your bike on the map. The photos are 
ONLY uploaded to the main Flickr stream, not to any sets or collections. The photo is ONLY 
uploaded to the main flickr stream, not to any sets or collections. By clicking the map tab, 
you can view your photos by location. 

No tags, titles or other meta data is added to the photo other than the location information 
used to plot your photos on the map view. To customize your photos, please see the “Do’s 
and Don’ts” for the account on the next page. This will ensure consistency across all the  
bike accounts including yours. It will also provide more versatility for a variety of viewers 
and allow you to create unique sections within your bike’s account.



VieWinG DO:
1. Create sets and curate your adventures
2. Add meta data, tags and titles to photos and sets
3. Add to the profile as you discover the personality of your bike
4. Share the link with your friends
5. Explore new places and test the photographic limits of the equipment 

DON’T:
1. Change the username or password
2. Delete any photos from the main stream 
3. Be dirty or foul. We know who you are, remember?



1. Always lock the bike when left in a public place. 
An important reminder!

 
2. Try to expose the bike to sunlight as much as possible to 

keep the charge up.

3. If you wonder if the bike is working, check the light on the front
 housing. Every 60 seconds the red light on the front housing 
will flash. 

4. Flip the camera around 180 degrees and shoot yourself riding.
 These photos will be uploaded upside down. Be sure to rotate
 the best ones back so we can see your pretty face.

5. The more you ride, the more you shoot. Be daring.

quick 
tips



problem: i think the system lost power
Solution: Press the power status button, if the light comes on you have power. You will also 
notice every 60 seconds the red light on the front housing will flash.

problem: My photos are being shot upside down
Solution: Your camera is turned 180 degrees. Flip it back so that the lens is facing forward.

problem: My photos are over or underexposed
Solution: There is a software problem. Call or email us for further instructions.

problem: My photos are blurry
Solution: Clean the lens window area of dirt and smudges.

trOuBle sHOOtinG
problem: no photos are showing up on the bike’s Flickr account
Solution: There could be several solutions here. (1) You are out of cell phone reception and 
the system can not upload. Move to a new location.  (2) Phone is dead and needs a charge. 
Follow manual charging instructions on charging pages. (3) Your system experienced a hard 
reset. Call or email us for further instructions. (4) The hardware is broken and needs repair. 
Call or email us for further instructions.

problem: photos are showing up in the Flickr stream but not on the map
Solution: You are out of GPS range and your system is not receiving location data. Move the 
bike to more open sky.

problem: My seat is loose
Solution: Your seatpost clamp is loose. Locate the clamp and push it closer to the seatpost. 
This will tighten the clamp and the seatpost holding the seat steady. 

problem: none of the lights on the bike are lighting up
Solution: You need a charge or something is broken. First, follow the manual charging 
instructions. If the problem persists, call or email us for further instructions.



reFerence To view all of the bike photos, see more 
purple power, or watch the “making of”  
videos visit the purple website below.

purple website: 
startwearingpurple.com

Yahoo! team:
Brian Mullin
Havi Hoffman
Britton Glasser
Sean Florio
Tara Kirchner
Jeanne Moeschler
Lyniel Dao
J. Anello

illustrations:
Josh McKible
mckibillo.com

Our genius partners behind the project. 
Without them none of this would have 
been technically possible. 

uncommon projects:
Tarikh Korula: design engineer
Josh Rooke-Ley: software engineer
Heather Dewey-Hagborg:  
hardware engineer
info@uncommonprojects.com

Hyde power systems:
Quill Hyde: Designer/ Metal Fabricator 

Bikes:
Electra Bicycle Company
760-607-2453
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